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Abstract 
Geometry Based algorithm described in this paper, presents a novel facial composite recognition approach based on 
facial feature extraction. To recognize facial composite, we have concentrated on a set of geometric face features like 
eyes, nose, lips, eyebrows etc. In this system, first the facial features from training images are extracted, then ratios of 
length, width, and area etc. are calculated and those are stored as feature vectors for individual images. After that the 
mean feature vectors are computed and subtracted from each feature vector for centering of the feature vectors. 
Similarly, in the next phase, feature vector for the incoming facial composite is also computed in the similar manner. At 
last K-NN classifiers is used to recognize facial composite. Best matching 5 face images with facial composite from 
mug shot database are displayed. This method of identifying suspects is robust against face images, in a frontal pose 
under normal lighting, with neutral expression and no occlusions. The experiment has been conducted with 50 male 
and female face images from CUHK face database. It has useful application for identifying the suspect in a wanted 
poster.  
 
Keywords: Facial composite sketches, Geometrical feature method, K-NN classifiers, Facial feature 
extraction methodology, Feature vectors. 

1. Introduction 

Facial composite sketches are widely used in forensic police work to assist in the identification and 
apprehension of suspects involved in criminal activities.  Sketches used in forensic investigations are either 
drawn by sketch artists or created with computer software following the verbal description provided by an 
eyewitness or the victim. These sketches are posted in public places and in media in hopes that some 
viewers will provide tips about the identity of the suspect. 

 
The sketch is composed of facial components, chosen from a facial identification catalogue and recognized 
by the witness as being features similar to those of the unnamed person. The human face description that 
our system accepts has been determined by a psychological study. The study reveals that seven facial 
features, namely Face Cutting, Right eye, Left eye, Right eyebrows, Left eyebrows, Nose, Lip are generally 
referred in describing a human face.[3]. These drawings will assist the public and law enforcement in 
locating a wanted person for the purpose of identification, thus shortening the time from offence to 
apprehension. 
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A lot of works on facial recognition and facial feature extraction have been reported in [3], [4], [5], [6], [7], 
[2], [12].In [10] [11], a face sketch synthesis and recognition system using Eigen transformation was 
proposed.  In [12] proposed a nonlinear face sketch synthesis and recognition method. It followed the 
similar framework as in [10] [11]. The drawback of this approach is that the local patches are synthesized 
independently at a fixed scale and face structures in large scale especially the face shape cannot be well 
learned. In [2], [12] proposed methods for extraction of facial features. It can not only help police locate a 
group of potential suspects, but also help the witness and the artist interactively to modify the sketch during 
drawing based on similar photos retrieved [8], [9], [10], [11], [12]. 

 

Fig.1 Building blocks of facial composite identification system 
 
2. Pre-Processing 
 
Face image database [CUHK Face Sketch Database] used for the work, contains color images, thus, before 
extraction of the facial features we have to do some pre-processing. RGB colored images are converted to 
gray level images and all the images are rescaled to 150 × 200 pixels [1]. Facial composite sketches are 
also rescaled in similar fashion. 

 
Fig.2 (A) Original colored image (B) Gray scale image (C) Cropped face image 

 
3. Extraction Methodology 
 
Extraction methodology, refers to detection of facial feature regions i.e. (eyes, eyebrows, nose, lips etc.). 
Different researchers have proposed different methods to find the facial feature regions in a face image. 
These methods can be classified as: 
 

1. Geometric feature based method 
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2. Template based method 
3. Color segmentation based method 
4. Appearance based method 

 
From the study of different facial feature extraction method, Geometric feature based method was 
considered most successful for extraction of facial features from face images and composite sketch. 
 

 
 
 Fig 3. Extraction methodology step up processes 
 
A. Facial Feature/Component Extraction 
 
In the present method, to recognize facial composite, the first and the most important step in facial feature 
detection is to track the position of the eyes (Eye ball row). This was achieved by performing  orphological 
operations on binary face images. 
 

 
 

Fig.4 Extracted face region 
 

Since the appearance of facial features are different from each other, it is not possible to extract all the 
facial components with one algorithm. Therefore, we have designed separate algorithm for each facial 
component. The symmetry property of the face with respect to eye ball row can be used to track other facial 
features. Here, we have used a Geometric model [1] to predict the positions where the facial components 
may appear and then extracts the actual regions of the facial component by applying the proper algorithms 
over the area around the predicted region. 
All the calculations for the predicted regions in the geometrical model, used in this paper, are represented 
with respect to the width W and the length L of the face, where W is defined in terms of the number of 
columns and L is defined in terms of the number of the rows. We basically, concentrated on eight facial 
features in this extraction process which are described below: 
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Area of face, Right eye (Length, Width), Left eye (Length, Width), Right eyebrow (Length), Left eyebrow 
(Length), Nose (Length), Lip (Length, Width, Area), Distance between upper lip and nostril [1] 

 

Fig 5. Geometric Model  

Here we have considered two points(x1, y1) and(x2, y2) as the co-ordinates of the top left corner and 
bottom right corner of the predicted rectangular regions for each facial component. So, with the help of 
Geometric model we will predict all facial components i.e. (Right eye, Left eye, Right eyebrow, Left 
eyebrow, Lips and Nose) by assigning appropriate values to (x1, y1) and(x2, y2) co-ordinates. Actual nose 
region was extracted by removing unnecessary facial surface from the predicted nose regions by simply 

adding 2 to nostril row.  

Fig 6. Extracted facial features of composite sketch 

B. Analysis of extracted features 

After extraction of actual facial features regions, the analysis of facial feature is done. During the analysis   
process   for   the   facial features we analyzed that, in gray level images intensity values vary from 0-255, 
Also edge regions appear darker from the other portion of an image. So, we normalized the predicted 
regions of the facial feature by adding an integer 64 (one fourth of 255), where needed, with each intensity 
value of the facial feature [1]. Canny's edge detection algorithm is used to obtain edge images, also face 
images are converted to binary images. Using these edge and binary images, we can easily find length, 
width or area for each facial feature. After computation of the length, width or area, we take its ratio rather 
than actual length and represent it as a feature vector. 
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C. Identification Tasks 

In this final phase, identification of composite sketch takes place for (Nᵢ) number of face images, Facial 
features for each face image/composite sketch is extracted (ǌ), then their length or width or area ratio is 
calculated and these extracted facial features are represented as a feature vector (ʋᵢ). If there are n images 
then there will be n number of vectors. 

Mean (M) for every vector is computed and subtracted from each feature vector for centering of the feature 
vectors (δᵢ=M-ʋᵢ). K-NN classifier is used to identify facial composite sketch from existing database with 
K=5 and Euclidean Distance is used, finally we get best matching five face images with composite sketch. 

4. Conclusions 

Geometric model is used for extraction of facial features. We were concentrated on eight facial components 
and for extraction of each of those facial components we have design different algorithms. After extraction 
of facial components, their length, width, and area are calculated and then some specific ratios are 
computed to construct discriminating feature vectors. Finally, K-NN classifier has been used to recognize 
composite sketch from face images database. [CUHK Face Sketch Database]. This database contains 87 
faces in total. For each face, there is a sketch drawn by an artist based on a photo taken in a frontal pose, 
under normal lighting condition, and with a neutral expression].   

 
 

5. Experimental Results 
 
In this section, we provide final results of identified face images corresponding to the composite sketch. 
Fig.7 (a), shows the composite sketch and Fig.7 (b) shows the five face photos (in ascending order) which 
are best matching with the composite sketch. In Fig.7 (b) among the five face images, original face image 
corresponding to the composite sketch is shown in the Figure 1. 
 

             
 
Fig.7 (a) Composite sketch                              Fig.7 (b)   Corresponding identified face images 
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